The notion of a Weierstrass point of a Riemann surface (or an algebraic curve) is an old one, having been introduced more than a century ago. Surprisingly enough, some of the simplest and most immediate questions concerning Weierstrass points remain unanswered. A beautiful account of the fundamental theory of Weierstrass points can be found in [2] . Nevertheless, we shall, for the sake of convenience, recapitulate some of the basic facts concerning Weierstrass points.
Let & be a closed Riemann surface of genus p > 1 and let u l9 ---yUp be a basis of linearly independent Abelian integrals of the first kind on &. Thus {W a } defines an everywhere finite differential of dimension
on &. (Some authors refer to the degree of a differential rather than its dimension, others speak of its order. See [4] .) Such a differential will have u u -->u p chosen but are a fixed set of points of ^,
in number. In order to introduce another basic (and defining) property of Weierstrass points, we consider the following problem : for a given point q e & let us try to construct on & a function which is complex analytic and regular everywhere on & except at q and at q has a pole of order n. For all but a finite number of points, viz, all but the Weierstrass points we must have n ^ p + 1, but at each Weierstrass point we may choose an n S P We shall return to this interpretation later. The connection between the two definitions is easily established, e.g. see [2] .
There is still a third fundamental definition of Weierstrass points which we shall use. This definition employs the " Noether mapping " υ of a nonhyperelliptic Riemann surface & of genus p into P^C), the complex protective space of dimension p -1 (see [1] ), and can only be employed if & is nonhyperelliptic. The mapping υ is accomplished by selecting a basis of Abelian differentials of the first kind on & and considering them as homogeneous coordinates in P ί? _ 1 (C). Then u{&), the image of & in P^C), is a nonsingular curve of degree 2p -2. The Weierstrass points of & are those point of υ (&) at which the osculating hyperplane is hyperosculating, and the degree of the hyper-osculation is the order of the Weierstrass point (see [2] ). So, for example, if & is of genus 3 and nonhyperelliptic then p -1 = 2 and υ{&) is a plane curve of degree 4 and the Weierstrass points are the inflection points of υ (&) .
Actually, what we are going to consider are Weierstrass points on plane domains, and we have only defined them so far on compact Riemann surfaces. But these definitions can be extended to plane domains by employing a technique due to Schottky, viz. the technique of doubling a plane domain (see [5] and [4] ). We consider here only domains of finite connectivity which are bounded by analytic Jordan curves. Thus, if 2$ is a plane domain with p + 1 boundary curves, its double is a compact Riemann surface <%} of genus p. £& and its boundary curves are contained in <% as "half" of the Riemann surface the other " half " i^* has the same boundary curves. There is an anti-analytic involution of & onto itself which maps £& anticonformally onto &* and leaves the boundary curves point wise fixed. All of those Riemann surfaces of genus p which are the doubles of plane domains can be characterized in a way which will prove very useful in this study (see [1] ).
Let us denote the involution on ^, referred to above, by * and 2G^, we shall denote its image in ^* under * by z*. Thus, if B denotes the set of points of the boundary curves of ^, then z = z* is equivalent to saying that z e B. We can now utilize this fact to show that if f(z) is any function on & we can construct another function g(z) on & which is real on B. We do this as follows : define We say "at most" half instead of "exactly" half, because some of the Weierstrass points may lie on B and so do not lie either It is just this point which we wish to discuss. We construct the first example, a domain of connectivity four, from an algebraic plane curve-the domain is to be conformally equivalent to "half" of the Riemann surface of this curve. The construction proceeds as follows. Let us define ε , where α, 6, ε are real, ε > 0 and a Φ b (for example let a = 2, b = 1). Then the curve which is pictured below (with the curve Φ λ Φ 2 = 0 drawn in lightly to show how Ψ ε = 0) arises is a nonsingular plane curve of degree 4. Of course Ψ ε = 0 gives rise to a nonsingular algebraic curve of degree 4 in P 2 (C) obtained by making the polynomial Ψ ε homogeneous and using complex homogeneous coordinates. Let us denote this curve by ^ and the curve in P 2 {R) 1 the real protective plane, by ^R. Thus & R arises from ψ ε -0 upon introducing homogeneous coordinates. Also
i.e. it is that part of ^ which lies in P 2 (R). According to a theorem of Harnack, the curve <g* R (and hence ^) must be of genus at least 3 (because ^R has four components). On the other hand ^, or ^, is of degree 4 so can have genus at most equal to 3. Since the genus must then be exactly 3 and the degree is 4, it is clear that & is nonsingular. For the theorem of Harnack, see [3, p. 257] .
Let & denote the Riemann surface of ^ then ^ is the image of & under the Noether imbedding υ referred to earlier. This is easily seen as follows: let x o ,x l9 x 2 be homogeneous coordinates in P 2 (C) such that then x 09 x u x 2 are linearly independent homogeneous polynomials of degree 1; and since the degree n of the nonsingular curve ^ is 4, 4 -3 = 1, i.e. the adjoint curves of degree n -3 are lines, we see that x 0 , x l9 x 2 restricted to ^ form a basis of differentials of the first kind on ^, hence ^ is then the Noether imbedding, with respect to this basis, of its Riemann surface.
There is a characterization of those Riemann surfaces which are the doubles of plane domains [1] From the illustration of ^R it is clear that it has exactly eight inflection points; and the curvature changes sign at each of these points. Since the curvature does change sign, the order of each inflection point must be odd. By the symmetries of ^R all the inflection points must have the same order; therefore, the order must be either 1 or 3. If the order were 3, however, each Weierstrass point 256 N. S. HAWLEY of <% would be of maximum order, which would mean that <% would be hyperelliptic. Since & is not hyperelliptic (as we have seen above), we know that the order of each inflection point is 1. This means that & has 16 inflection points (counted with proper multiplicity) which do not lie on ^R. Now let ^ be a plane domain whose double is &. (How to make an actual determination of Si from a knowledge of & or & is discussed in [1] ). Then we have shown that & has 8 Weierstrass points (counted with multiplicity) in its interior. This answers the question of existence in the case of quadruply connected domains. But since a Weierstrass point will move an arbitrarily small distance under a sufficiently small deformation of the conformal structure of & (see [4] ), we see that the existence question is answered for domains of connectivity n for every n Ξ> 4. For we can punch as many holes as we please in & and if we make them all small enough, we can move our original 8 Weierstrass points as little as we please.
(Of course, in the process of hole punching we acquire many more Weierstrass points.)
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